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TODAY’S WATCH 

ALERT! 

” 

. . 

do 

Bear with us, brothers, for Dharma 
is about to fragment for we are 
working on three Journals and an 
almost daily Express without being 
relieved of any of the physical 
tasks of preparation, etc. We are 
still efforting to finish Vol. II of 
Pleiades Connections (Cosmic 
Code, Universal History, Frequen- 
cies of the Universe and Relativity 
Explained). Unfortunately, a war 
interrupted odr work and is very 
capable of blowing away your 
world and rendering you enslaved 
so that which is most imminent 
must take precedent. We also are 
working at a Journal which will 
explain and give insight into the 
wondrous prophecies of John in 
Revelation, as well as Daniel’s 
projections along with Ezekiel’s. 
So please, you who write to me, 
know that I cherish your input and 
communications and I am most 
sincerely grateful for backup in- 
formation which flows forth from 
several of you. It is highly valued 
for the physical boost it gives our 
publisher, etc. It is hard to work 
with such controversial material 
which is constantly under attack 
and the confirmation is immeasur- 
ably precious. Thank you very 
much, indeed. 

BURNT OFFERINGS AND 

BLOODSTAINED SANDS 

Today goes off to press the above 
titled book. I believe it is one of 

‘j . 

Even in this war, as example, if 
you understand even one thing 
which was priorly not known to 
you, you MUST look differently at 
that which is coming down on your 
heads. For instance, you must re- 
member something which most of 
you knew not: 

go 
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the most useful tools for un- 
derstanding the mechanism by 
which this world has been put into 
sleep and brainwashed. I have 
much more information to give on 
the matter regarding the ancient 
Khazar projection of world control 
as well as the Vatican/Papal intent 
of world domination. Yes, you 
read what you thought you did! 
Dear ones, there is NOTHING ON 
YOUR GLOBE LEFT UN- 
TOUCHED BY THE HAND OF 
WORLDLY GREED, DESIRE 
FOR POWER AND YES, EVIL! 
Once Mankind understands that 
fact, then and only then, can he 
begin to set things to right. As he 
breaks out of the blob of blindness 
he will be able to sort that which is 
in goodness from that which would 
only control and use him. Then he 
can reach out into freedom in in- 
telligent actions of resp6nse to the 
cause and not simple and/or violent 
reaction to that which strikes him. 



Further, do 
not anger at me--I do not make the 
news; I simply tell you that which 
IS! AND. YOU GO LOOK IT UP! 
At any rate, I would suggest that 
you check with America West for 
the Journal mentioned herein 
should be available in about two 
and a half to three weeks. If you 
don’t know what is being done TO 
YOU, you can’t have any way to 
counter it for if you have no goal 
toward which to work--you cannot 
even begin proper journey. 

MONEY. TAXES AND 
GOVERNMENT DEBT 

This is perhaps the hardest human 
puzzle for individuals to under- 
stand for the wrong ideas have 
been foisted upon you for so long 
that you must retrain your entire 
thought processes regarding the 
above issues. I get hundreds of 
requests to “simplify it” again and 
again. Further, ones ponder how 
to integrate God, Cosmic Beings 
and human money exchange-- 
THAT IS EASIEST OF ALL TO 
SIMPLIFY: 

as to 
the other subjects, we have covered 
them in great detail in the Journals 
dealing with these specific issues 
and I can only urge you to investi- 
gate them and study them care- 
fully. However, thousands of new 
readers are coming forth and time 
is in great shortage for actions so I 
must give you a bit of input in 
repetition. Perhaps I can even de- 

tine 11101’e clearly for our “old” 
participants. 

You are totally blasted and mind- 
boggled daily by the media and 
pulse beamed at night while you 
sleep--relentlessly. Part of the 
bombardment is total confusion re- 
garding the subject of taxes and 
government debt. If you people 
understood money, despotism 
could not reign as legitimate gov- 
ernment, as you have allowed to 
occur. 

You MUST realize that there are 
kinds of what you recognize 

as “money”. We will stick to the 
U.S. operation but the same is ap- 
plicable all over the globe for the 
intention and actions are underway, 
now, bringing into the marketplace 
the one-world currency until such 
time as a totally cashless society is 
perfected through this “New World 
Order” of which Mr. Bush speaks 
so often. 

There is what is recognized as 
“Constitutional money” which is 
measured in weights of gold and 
silver brought into existence by 
human production and used as a 
medium of exchange and a store of 
value. a 

Then there is “modern money” 
which is 

a 

a 

As a carryover 
from “Constitutional money”, the 
people 

a 
a The tip-off that 
modern money had a sinister pur- 
pose came when the people were 
forced to accept it via legal tender 
laws. The second clue came when 
Gresham’s Law worked perfectly, 
that is bad money (new money) 
drove Constitutional money (gold 
and silver) out of circulation. And 
it only took a few months for gold 
and silver money to disappear after 
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1964. 

Simply stated then, Constitutional 
money as described in Article I 
Section 10 is out of the 
precious metals of the earth, 
whereas modern money is 

created by a monopoly 
oligarchy to regulate and own all 
human action and production. In 
other words, modern money has 
one central purpose. It 

Dictionary 
definition of “expropriate is “to 
take or transfer the ownership (of 
wealth) from one owner to an- 
other”. The conclusion is that 
modern governments, whether 
communist or democratic, use 

modern money (non-production) to 
expropriate or steal your produc- 
tion and your savings. Yes, the 
same money system operates the 
world over. 

The dollars that you have in your 
pocket were created at no cost. 
Their sole purpose is to take your 
production and savings without 

Please blank your mind and forget 
everything else and answer this 
question. If the government and 
its bankers or the bankers and their 
government (non-producers of 
wealth) can take your labor and 
your savings without payment, 

Modern 
money expropriates wealth. 

Dear ones, it is a great’illusion to 
contemplate freedom under a world 
slave system where all production 
and wealth flows to the money cre- 
ators. The reason that 
of freedom works decade after 
decade is because of government 
police power to 
Governments and central bankers 
create economic cycles pumping 
“money” (credit) and then with- 
drawing so that the money creators 
don’t self-destruct. And essential 
to the survival of the system is the 
police power to reduce consump- 
tion, i.e. “income tax”. 
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Then whal conclusions can be es- 
tahlished? 

Government gets all wealth and 

production for nothing because it 
“pays” with money (credit) that 
costs nothing. “Of all the con- 
trivances for cheating the working 
classes of mankind, perhaps none 
is so effectual as that which de- 
ludes them with paper money.” 
Quoted from your own Daniel 
Webster and projects wisdom. 

This means that government 
deficits DO NOT and CANNOT 
EXIST! Another quote: “The Fed- 
eral Reserve in cooperation with 
the federal government has the in- 
herent power to create money--al- 
most any amount of it. This power 
makes technical bankruptcy out of 
the question”. 
published by the Federal Reserve 
of Philadelphia.) 

This in turn means that there is no 
money of account in the United 
States. No government official, in- 
cluding the IRS, will answer the 
question, “What is current as 
money”? They refuse because 
there is no money of account, only 
a The Federal Re- 
serve System 

1 

This means, then, that the income 
tax system (which is Constitution- 
ally unlawful at best) was not de- 
signed to collect taxes. In a credit 
system there can be no money go- 
ing to Washington as taxes. What 
you think of as taxes is not money- 
-but credit. Therefore, when the 
IRS reduces your credit in your 
bank account -ti aoes 

to support the 
government or pay its bills. Why 
would government need your credit 
when it can create any amount? 
What then is the so-called income 
tax system for? 

Let us have a little hint of truth 
from one, Beardsley Ruml. 
speaking to the American Bar As- 

sociation in 1946. Mr. Ruml. hy 

the way, was Chairman of the Fed- 
eral Reserve Bank of New York. 
He stated that 

His thesis was that 
“..given 1. control of a central 
banking system and 2. an incon- 
vertible currency, a sovereign na- 
tional government is finally free of 
money worries and 

In that same speech Mr. Rum1 
outlined the purpose of “taxes”. 
Please remember that modern tax- 
ation is a system of reducing con- 
sumption by reducing credit. It is 
NOT a system to support govern- 
ment. 

Quoting further from Mr. Ruml: 
“Federal taxes can be made to 
serve four principal purposes of a 

and economic character. 
They are: - 

” 1. As an instrument of fiscal pol- 
icy to help stabilize the purchasing 
power of the dollar;” 

Note please: How does one stabi- 
lize a unit of credit, the dollar? By 
reducing credit by reducing con- 
sumption and calling it income tax! 
Therefore, the purpose of the IRS 
is to help stabilize or regulate the 

credit system. The credit system 
would not work without 

and the IRS is the regulator. 

Hence, friends, its awesome 
power! 

“2. To express public policy in the 
distribution of wealth and of in- 
come, as in the case of the pro- 
gressive income and estate taxes;” 
(This should be most painfully 
clear as to its intent.) 

“3. To express public policy in 
subsidizing or in penalizing various 

industries and economic groups; 

“4. To isolate and assess directly 
‘% 
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the costs of certain national bene- 
tits, such as highways and social 
security.” 

The conclusion must be that in- 
come taxes or any other taxes do 
not have anything to do with pay- 
ing government expenses, but is a 
system of credit distribution as de- 
termined by government. Does 
this not make all the recent income 
tax hocum in Washington one big 
charade? Do you get the picture? 
Are you so intellectually dead that 
you cannot understand and deci- 
pher government propaganda? 
What is really going on in Wash- 
ington is that the politicians and 
bureaucrats are bickering over how 

under pretense of 
how to pay government expenses 
and reduce government debt with 
more income taxes. Can you see 
that if governments should refrain 
from regulation (of your con- 
sumption and their counterfeit) the 
worthlessness of the money would 
become apparent and the fraud 
upon the public could not be longer 
concealed? 

This means that the volume of 
money (credit) regulates its value. 

Whoever controls the volume of 
money (credit) in any country is 
absolute master of all commerce 
and industry. And who ,do you 
think controls it all in YOUR 
country? 

I 

Well, the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Chicago said that the 

And so it 
does--the Banker Cartel Elite! 

This in turn means that the central 
banks of thz world are counter- 
feiting and you are forced to take it 
by the force of legal tender laws. 
The Federal Reserve is an om- 
nipotent, benevolent counterfeiter-- 
no more and no less. 

Which means that no matter what a 
national government calls itself, 
either communist or capitalist, all 
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have the same money system, i.e. 
credit system. which guarantees a 
world economic slave system of 
production for use and not fol 
profit, meaning that the credit 
money system limits production for 
profit as far as the people are con- 
cerned . Amassing of wealth is 
limited by the “income tax” system 
and inheritance taxes. 

This means that as more and more 
production and wealth is trans- 
ferred to the government and 
bankers via “money”, 

Money (credit) would keep 
its value if there were fewer people 
bidding against each other. This 
brings up a most relevant and im- 
portant point: 

There is much to 
help with that task in point; there 
is poison fluoridated and chlori- 
nated water and cancer, AIDS, 
etc., to eliminate you (and your 
consumption). If all people lived 
to be 100 on your placement, a 
government banker counterfeiting 
system would collapse from too 
much non-production and con- 
sumption. 

If you understood 
money you would know why gov- 
ernment funds research and con- 
trols and limits disease and cancer 
cures. Consumption of the people 

is a major problem for the money 
creators. The greedier the money 
creators get, the greater their 
problem of regulating consump- 
tion. They can only reduce con- 
sumption so much. This is, fur- 
ther, why the same Cartel money- 
creators and regulators also regu- 
late the judicial system of injustice 
and the medical/pharmac&tical 

systems of legal murder. Oh yes, 
you will find the same names flow- 
ing throughout the daily listings of 

corporations and government man- 
agement. 

Now, at some point with the above 

in view, the underground barter 
takes over. Which means that 
government propaganda must re- 
sort to class and racial contlict to 
divert attention from the system. 
In the current government deficit 
income tax charade you have wit- 
nessed classic politics of envy in 
“soak the rich” syndrome. But the 
classification of “rich” is a bit 

more obscure than politicians 
would wish you to note. 

How can you even talk about free- 
dom and Constitutional govern- 
ment and completely ignore this 
system of slavery at the hands of 
the money creators? The distinc- 
tion between free men and slaves is 
whether or not they are paid for 
their labor. There is no provision 
in the United States code for pay- 
ing either debts or taxes with legal 
tender (government counterfeit). 
The sole function of legal tender 
(modern money) 

And so, what do you have re- 
maining with which 10 work? 
Very little! Very little, indeed. 
Therefore, if you would preserve 
any of your assets you must work 
within their own rules of manage- 
ment and even at that you might 
very well have it confiscated. IT 
WILL BE CONFISCATED JUST 
AS QUlCKLY AS THE BLINK 
OF AN EYE--ANY DAY NOW. 

I can only repeat that which I have 
given you prior to this, in detail. 
All of the Executive Orders are 
now in place and active--awaiting 
appropriate timing to pounce and 
garner--FROM YOU! I am not in 
the business of giving fortunes and 
business strategies except as re- 
quested by ones asking, “What in 
the world do we do now?” with the 
intent of survival for purposes of 
service to fellow-man and God. 

I can only suggest that you con- 

sider placing your assets through 
something like the established 
Phoenix Institute whereby gold can 
be purchased, borrowed against 
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and held for collateral by one of 
these central banks for they will be 
last to have contiscation of collat- 
eral--although even that is possible. 
Gold will be contiscated probably, 
even from safe-deposit boxes just 
as in 1933. Your assets will be 
completely controlled as to bank 
withdrawals and money (currency) 
exchanges, etc. There is no per- 
fection remaining, chelas, it is a 
matter of possibly saving some- 
thing and perhaps ALL. If you 
handle it through Nevada Corpora- 
tions and get it out of your name 
and into one or more (as appropri- 
ate) of m own corporations, you 
might very well save it all but the 

sword is coming down heavy and 
very, very soon! If you can at all 
be represented as “wealthy”--your 
assets will become worthless al- 
most instantly! 

Please, understand, I can only tell 
you how it is and allow you insight 
as to methods we have studied and 
found practical and workable. 
Please see PRIVACY IN THE 
FISHBOWL and SPIRAL TO 
ECONOMIC DISASTER. You 

We 
do 

Again, if you are interested in this 
information, I will ask that ones at 
America West direct your calls 
pertaining to same. As purely a 
favor unto me, ones will outline a 
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plan for you-hut these ones are not 
in business to tend of YOUR husi- 

ness and take this time in order to 
serve as best they can in this time 
of transition and change. My 
blessings and appreciation unto 
them for they do great service for 
the avenues of protection of assets 
is being closed hour by hour upon 
you blessed people who have re- 
mained in trust of a system which 
has been corrupted and totally de- 
stroyed while the treacherous lead- 
ers have played their games of 
world conquering while you have 
paid for it in so many ways they 
defy the counting. May you tind 
some measure of assistance in these 
suggestions. 

INSANITY AND 
SCHIZOPHRENIA 

Let us speak to the subject of the 
advancement toward the cashless 
society now under planning and 
action. 

The Establishment’s inexorable 
march toward this cashless society 
is full of contradictions that border 
on schizophrenia as diagnosed by 
the wondrous medical profession. 
It is even confusing to the psy- 
chopolitical participants. This is 
especially true of that increasingly 
popular substitute for cash in ev- 
eryday transactions, that wondrous 
“credit” card. 

Do you realize that about 40 % of 
you nice American do not have a 
credit card (and remember, some 3 
million of you are homeless to 
boot). But of the 60% remaining 
who do, most have multiple cards. 
Including bank cards like your 
Visa and Mastercard, travel and 
entertainment cards like American 
Express and Diners Club, and de- 
partment store, gasoline company, 
airline and telephone credit cards, 
the typical American with a credit 
card has at least 7-8 cards in his 

wallet or purse. 

Those adult Americans without 
credit cards are mainly the poor, 

the very elderly. young adults just 

out of high school or college.. the 
incarcerated and those wise and 
discriminating individuals who pre- 
fer to deal in cash or barter, for 
reasons of patriotism, religion or 
common sense, or to protect their 
privacy or avoid harassment. 

Bankers and others in the credit 
industry refer to the credit card 
market as a mature market. But 
banks must grow or die, and, in 
their absolute need to lend more 
money into existence, seek to gain 
an increased “market share” of the 
credit card industry by marketing 
their plastic money to those they 
think are a good credit risk, most 
of whom already have plenty of 
plastic rectangles. 

PRESCREENING 

And herein, everything that you 
consider private is no more! 
Creditmongers are enamored of a 
device called prescreening. If you 
own an expensive, late-model car, 
live in a nice neighborhood, have 
an account with a major brokerage 
house, are a doctor, lawyer, engi- 
neer or even a teacher, some pur- 
veyor of plastic money may have 
rented a mailing list with your 
name on it, checked your name 
against a credit bureau file for loan 
delinquencies and other derogatory 
information and, if you “passed”, 
asked you to apply for one of the 
wondrous new rectangles of power 
already reserved in your name. 

When the prospect (YOU) replies, 
the creditmonger then buys a full 
credit report on the applicant. The 
prescreening process is so accurate 
that 95 percent of those who re- 
spond are accepted--but there is a 
hitch in the get-along. 

Responding to concerns about the 
invasion of privacy, the wondrous 
and thoughtful Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) ruled that, un- 
der the Fair Credit Reporting Act 
(FCRA), “A prescreen represents a 
series of consumer reports obtained 

for the purpose of cxtcnding credit, 
a permissible purpose under the 
FCRA for outsiders to see the con- 
sumers’ credit reports.” 

So when the issuer does a pre- 
screen, says the FTC, it is forced 
to extend credit to everyone who 
survives the screen--after all, that 
was the purpose for which the 
screen was supposedly performed. 
Any further credit review would 
run counter to the act. 

So, always with clever manipula- 
tion and loopholes in mind, the in- 
dustry is responding by renting 
lists screened against demographic 
data shown to have a high correla- 
tion with ability to pay bills, and 
doing credit checks only after the 
customer has applied for a card. 

Now, you are wondering why Ha- 
tonn would dawdle about in such 
trivia as credit cards--well, chelas, 
it is like this, every time you ask 

“how to manage”, we must give 
thought to all of the consequences. 
One consequence of credit and 
buying in any form or market is 
that you leave a paper trail of ex- 
actness beyond the recognized. 
For instance, when ones bought 
luxury items prior to year end to 
cut tax costs, the information was 
fed directly into the revenue col- 
lector’s data banks and now that 
money will be needed in major 
sums to facilitate this nice new 
war--THE BIG BOYS *KNOW 
EXACTLY WHERE TO GO 
FIRST TO COLLECT THOSE 
NICE SUR-TAXES! The govern- 
ment now knows who has money 
and will be after it shortly--you can 
place bets on it. 

CONTRADICTIONS OF 
THE SYSTEM 

You are movihg into a cashless so- 
ciety and therefore many details 
appear to be overlooked in the is- 

suing of credit and it is not for me 
to tell you how to manage your 
bankruptcies and such; but, don’t 
overlook corporations and strate- 
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gies for that which is touted is not 
necessarily so. 

More and more heavy credit users 
are going bankrupt which would 
seem a great disservice to obtain- 
ing more credit and to those banks 
which extend credit with those 
dandy plastic pieces. Not so, 
foolish chela who uses “logic”. 

If a person owes on one credit 
card, he may well owe on others. 
Thus, creditors step up high-pres- 
sure collection efforts. Only so 
much blood can be squeezed from 
the stone of the typical overex- 
tended consumer so the all-out war 
begins to get the payments. But 
not to worry--more and more con- 
sumers are filing for bankruptcy 
year after year. 

put forth by credit- 
mongers would have you believe 
that you will never again be able to 
get a credit card, a car loan or a 
mortgage, or even rent an apart- 
ment, if you go bankrupt. &F& 

Many, many bankrupts obtain one 
or more new credit cards within 
weeks of filing bankruptcy. 

How? Simple logic--having had 
his bad debts discharged and yet 
probably still having a nice secure 
job, a bankrupt can’t file a new 
bankruptcy petition for seven 
years. 

So in this respect bankrupts are a 
better risk than the just-laid-off ad- 
vertising executive who had a six- 
tigure salary and credit card bal- 
ances to match but is now unable 
to pay his bills. Remember the 
creditmonger still must extend new 
loans, or he will go bankrupt him- 
se1 f. 

I use this as example of the endless 
circle of chase-the-tail and allow 

you to look at the total obsession 
with credit and how you will be 
absorbed into the system even 

without your realizing it. You 
must play the game better than the 
others if you are to gain some mea- 
sure of security and it is harder and 
harder to manage--i can only give 
you that which appears workable in 
practical application. 

Dharma, close this chela, for it 
grows long for digesting. 

Thank you for your attention and 
you, Dharma, for your service. 

Hatonn to clear, please. 

21391 SANANDA 

Sananda present in Radiance, 
Thomas.. .my craft is stationed 
elsewhere than you are used to 
seeing, concern not over it. I 
come in service unto God that a 
remnant may survive the de- 
struction which appears all too 
imminent upon your place. May 
your few remaining days of free- 
dom be lived in joyous gratitude of 
service rather than in the tearing 
down from with’in. So be it. 

Has it not been said that none shall 
escape the sorting of the wheat 
from the chaff? Has it not been 
said that none shall remain unaf- 
fected? Who among you has been 
unaffected by shifting energies that 
intensify where you are? Who 
among you is even with the board? 
None! None among you. And so 
shall it be. The bombardment shall 
increase and those workers in my 
fields shall become most expert at 
protecting themselves within my 
lighted shield, for therein is your 
o& protection. For in the days 
before you the dark ones shall 
grow ever more aggressive in the 
desperation to remain dug-in. Yet 
none shall remain dug-in who do 
not belong among the ones chosen 
to complete the task of God’s Plan. 
So be it. 

At what point will any among you 
confront evil? How far must you 
be driven in any given situation be- 
fore you say, enough? What form 
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will your stand take? 

We are most compassionate indeed 
as we witness the turbulence and 
struggle, yea, even among our very 
own. It is the better part of wis- 
dom to come to us in sincere peti- 
tion to resolve such matters, for it 
is from the higher vantage point 
that proper resolution may come. 
Man has efforted for too long to 
instigate his own solutions only to 
find himself in deeper and deeper 
and deeper, yea, unto the point of 
drowning. 

Your world is at the point of all 
out war among all nations...the 
entire Middle East is a hotbed 
ready to EXPLODE with nuclear 
devices...can you not see the dire- 
ness of your straits? Can you not 
see the freedom as it is sucked 
from your very blood? Can you 
not see the government taking full 
and total control of your very lives 
under the DISGUSTING, DE- 
CEITFUL, AND SHAMEFUL 
PLAN NAMED THE NEW 
WORLD ORDER? Have you no 
passion left in you? Why do you 
wait? Will you write letters from 
your detention centers to be read 
by the jailers and sent nowhere? 
Will barbed wire be your only 
horizon upon which to fix your 
gaze? Will the blackened smoke 
from the fires of destruction be the 
air which you breathe for the next 
generations? Will the once won- 
drous forests stand . naked, 

stripped.. .as bare hillsides.. .a 

tombstone of tree stumps in memo- 
rial to what once was? What has 
happened to you? What has hap- 
pened to you? 

Do you think that Hatonn and I 
come to tell you to prepare for 
what is nigh at thy doorstep be- 
cause we have naught better else to 
do? Will ydu ask yourself why 
you did not put aside some larder 
when the very mouse running 
across your floor looks like a good 
dinner to you? 

AWAKE! AWAKE! AWAKE! 
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THE CALL IS GONE 

FORTH...AWAKEN FROM 
YOUR SLUMBER AND SEE 
THAT WHICH HAS BEFALLEN 
YOU. TAKE YOUR STAND 
AND LET THOSE WHO GOV- 
ERN YOU AT THE LOCAL, 
STATE, AND FEDERAL LEVEL 
KNOW THAT IT IS THEY WHO 
REPRESENT YOU...THE 
VOTER. THEY HAVE BEEN 
PLACED INTO OFFICE TO IM- 
PLEMENT YOUR 
WISHES.. .THE CITIZENRY OF 
THE INDIVIDUAL STATES 
THAT COMPRISE THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA. DO 
NOT LOOK BACK IN ANGER 
UPON THE NEW REGIONAL 
STATES, ALL NINE OF THEM, 
ONLY TO FIND THAT THE 
FREEDOM ONCE READ 
ABOUT IN BOOKS IS NOW A 
DISTANT CHAPTER IN EARTH 
HISTORY. FOR WHEN THAT 
DAY ARRIVES, BELOVED, IT 
SHALL BE TOO LATE FOR 
YOU AND THEN THE HORROR 
SHALL BEGIN IN EARNEST 
AND IT SHALL LAST FOR 

GENERATION UPON GENERA- 
TION UPON GENERATION. 
THE EARTH WILL HAVE 
NEVER EXPERIENCED THE 
HORROR OF SUCH OUT- 
COMES AS WILL BEFALL 
YOU, IF THIS IS ALLOWED TO 
TAKE PLACE. AWAKE! 
AWAKE! AWAKE! 

The blood of your beloved sons is 

beginning to tlow. Will the sands 
of Iraq be as the rocks of the 
American Southwest.. .STAINED 
RED FROM THE BLOOD OF 
THOSE NEEDLESSLY SLAIN 
TO FULFILL THE PLAN OF 
THOSE WHO CONTROL YOU 
FOR A CAUSE WITHOUT 
HONOR? How much blood must 

tlow before it becomes an issue 
worthy of your examination? How 

many must die before you suddenly 
realize, “Hey, perhaps this wasn’t 
such a good idea after all....” Too 
late, too late...always the awaken- 
ing happens too late, when man 
will then look around to gaze upon 

lhc dealh, and the smoke, and the 

barbed wire from the places of de- 

tention only to know, I should 

have listened to what they had to 

say. So be it. 

Walk gently beloved for the jour- 
ney is just begun. Salu 

I Am Sananda 
In Service Unto Aton/God 
Within The Creation 

I am here Thomas, let us begin, 
please. I Am Sananda and I 
come in service unto God/Aton 
and I come in His Radiance.. .let 
there be no mistake about who I 
am and in whose service I ever 
dwell. 

You are correct, Thomas, in 
your observation last eve that 
the number is few who radiate 
light and understanding with 
that which occurring upon your 
placement.. . (ew indeed. 
Almost all are caught in the 
tangled web of confusion spun 
by the master deceiver himself. 
Most know not that they may 
ask for help in finding their way 
free from such entanglements, 
such confusion and pain. Most 
know not that The Father not 
only is a real being but hears all 
that is said, and not said. When 
I continually tell you ones that 
we stand ever ready to receive 

thine petitions. ..I MEAN IT! 
Why are ones so eager to follow 
the darkened pathway without 
so much as a second glance or 
thought, and yet the lighted 
pathway stands in full view 
awaiting all who will seek it? 
Why do you ones put me and 
mine scribes through literal hell 
in the interrogation and 
throwing of stones and hear not 

what is being said unto thee? 
You have discerning 
capabilities.. .use them! Always 
man wants his food spoon fed 
unto him...and then chewed as 
well -- Well the time for us 

‘> 
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spoon feeding and chewing your 
food is past for YOLI ones had 
best be in the rapid learning of 
not only getting and storing 
your food and the cooking 
thereof...but the growing 
thereof. So be it and selah. 

With each passing day the 
ticking grows louder and louder 
in our ears.. . tick, tick, 

tick. .-like a time bomb waiting 
to explode. Such is the plight 
that has befallen beloved Earth, 
Shan, Terra.. .the Mother who 
has served you with honor. Her 
pain is deep and it is the 
Father’s promise unto her that 
she shall be healed. So be it. 

The blood is running, 
beloved.. .it is running through 
the sands into the beloved 
Mother. And as it filters down 
through the sand it finds its way 
unto the huge underground 
pools of oil.. .and, indeed, they 
do not mix.. . blood and oil. The 

blood floats to the top of the oil 
and reflects back the exploding 
bombs that preceded. The 

blood reflects back the pain of 
family who will never know of 
their beloved’s departure from 
that place. The blood stains the 
hands of all the ones partaking 
in the destruction of the 
innocent, the childl;en, the 

women, the elderly.. .and these 
stains shall not be washed clean 
but shall serve as the reminder, 

lo, for untold years in your 
counting, that such destruction 
serves not My Name, nor My 
Father’s Name.. .but serves 

Satan...and it is in Satan’s 
presence that these stains shall 
serve as the reminder that the 
experience not be forgotten. So 
be it and selah. 

Satan sits ‘on his throne in 

glee...man is falling for it...he 
is taking the bait and biting 
hard. For with Satan there is no 
spoon feeding required, no 
chewing of food 

required.. .rather, he needs only 
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to toss the hook in your 
direction and all ones lunce at 
the opportunity to take the 
bait.. .and then the entanglement 
amidst the web is all but 
complete, yea unto death. 

Where is your honor? Where is 
your integrity ? Where is your 
freedom that you proclaim to 
fight for? Where is your 
Constitution? Who are these 
evil men who make the 
decisions to take the lives of 
those you hold most dear? Why 
do you blindly accept all that is 
dished out for vou to consume? 
Why do you n6t demand 
communications from 
media and newspresses? 

clear 
your 

The pits will be large and deep 
as the bodies are piled one upon 
another in the mass graves that 
shall soon be upon you. All 
ones will die with their boots on 
and each among them will won- 
der why. All will go nameless 
for the graves of the hundreds 
shall be unmarked in the ending 
for there shall not be time to 
concern for the dead for even 
the living shall be as the dead. 
Yea, though you walk through 
the valley of shadows I am ever 
with thee. Who among you will 
turn from Me? Who among you 
would turn from the Father and 
ALL LIGHT at the final bell 

toll? What will you fix your 
gaze upon in the countless years 
before you? Will the darkness 
and world’s without light be 
your dwelling places? 

AWAKE! AWAKE! AWAKE! 
THE CALL IS GONE FORTH. 
WHO AMONG YOU WILL 
HEAR? RETURN UNTO THE 
FATHER.. . RETURN UNTO 
THE WAYS OF GOD...THE 
WAY SHOWN UNTO THEE. 
RETURN UNTO THE LIGHT 

WHICH I AM. RETURN 
UNTO THE LAWS OF GOD 
AND THE CREATION, 
DEARLY BELOVED, WHILE 
THERE IS YET TIME. THE 

TIMI;, IS AT HAND. THE 
KINGDOM OF GOD IS AT 
HAND. TURN YOUR FACE 
FROM EVIL AND WALK IN 
MINE LIGHT THAT YOU 
MAY COME TO KNOW THE 
KINGDOM AND THE 
POWER AND THE GLORY. 
SO BE IT. 

I Am Sananda 
One With God 
In His Service 
WHO ARE YOU? 

******* 

BURNT OFFERINGS AND 

BY Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 

This is the 24th book in the 

series that has been published 

in the last eighteen months. They in- 

clude detailed topics from all walks of 

life, including ‘current information on 

the Middle East War as of January 28, 

1991. 

These books, which are entered into a 

computer by “Dharma”, ARE THE 

WORDS OF TRUTH WHICH GOD 

PROMISED HE WOULD SEND 

FORTH AT THE ENDTIMES TO 

GIVE MAN ONE LAST CHANCE 

TO CHOOSE TRUTH OVER THE 

LIE. 

Hatonn gives us an excellent back- 

ground coverage of why the world is 

on the downward path to ONE 

WORLD GOVERNMENT, the “NEW 

WORLD ORDER” that President Bush 

mentions many times and how the pre- 

sent Middle East War is the beginning 

of the Battle of Armageddon, the 

greatest battle to ever be fought on this 

planet. This is the battle that has been 

predicted for several thousand years 

and 

He gives us details of what hardships 

even the Americans must be prepared 

for (INCLUDING INVASION, DE- 

STRUCTION OF OUR TROOPS, 

STARVATION, TERRORISTS AND 

EVEN CONCENTRATION CAMPS 

HERE IN THE UNITED STATES) if 

we do not DEMAND that our Consti- 
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restored and start Ilvmg un- 

der the LAWS OF GOD VFRY A 
SOON. 

Crucifixion of The Phoenix 

Skeletons In The Closet 

R.R.P.P.* 

*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plunder of 

the Phoenix 

Rape of The Constitution 

You Can Slay The Dragon 

The Naked Phoenix 

Blood And Ashes 

Firestorm In Babylon 
The Mossad Connection 

Creation, The Sacred Universe 

Pleiades Connection, Return Of The 

Phoenix Vol. I 

Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained 

Sands 

The price is $10 per JOURNAL, 
(EXCEPTING EX-PRESS) 10 % dis- 

count on orders of 4 or more. Cali- 

fornia residents add 6.75% sales tax. 

Add shipping, UPS $3.25 and $1.00 

each additional or U.S. Mail $2.50 for 

first title and $1 .OO each additional. 

Write for Quantity Discount. 

Available from America West or your 

Local Distributor. 

is $20 per 13 issues (including 

back issues for the period) or $75 per 

52 issues. 

Send orders and Payments to: Amer- 

ica West Distributors, P.P. Box 986 

Tehachapi, CA. 9358 1. 

For credit card orders Telephone 1 800 

For other purposes 
805 822-9655. 

contact us for more details as 

AMERICA WEST PUBLISHERS. 

1 800 729-4131 

TRUTH WILL SET YOU 
FREE 
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